
Why train? 

The club has social runs on Thursday - a chance to just run with your mates - but Tuesdays offers 
training, but why - it's about your goals! 

Your running goal is just that - YOURS! Everyone in the club runs for different reasons and what one 
person does one week will be different the next month, so the only goal to be really interested in is 
your goal. 

If your running goal is to get out of the house twice a week, you can run on a Tuesday  and again on 
a Thursday at whatever pace you like and tick - you are done - so long as you turn up. 

If you goal is to run a little faster than the month before or to achieve a personal best - then Tuesday 
Training starts to kick in - as to go faster you are going to need to push yourself a little harder - no 
matter how fast you can run, to get faster you need to train. 

My name is in the club records a few times - but trust me at different times over the last 4 years I 
have at one point had all of the goals below at separate times - as I said goals are just yours and can 
change - just identify what you want/need and do it! 

Where to start - 

If getting out of the house is the goal (and note I did not say "simply getting" or "just getting" - as 
sometimes even this goal is hard enough) then the club has lots of fixed times you can pick and 
choose from. I fixed times with my mates - knowing they are waiting on you worked for me as you 
don't want to let them down! 

The I want to get fitter goal - then just run - a bit like the goal before, just doing something will help 
you don't have to complicate it - you might get faster you might not - but you will get healthier! 

The I want to get stronger and go faster goal, then remember this - the only occasion time and 
distance count is when you run a race - all other runs once this goal is set are training runs and serve 
different purposes. 

• Strength type run - this is a typical Tuesday night session - reps (on the track or hills) that 
require a "short" burst of effort and then a rest - its generally building strength in both your 
legs and your heart! 

• Tempo run - this run is about running at a speed that means you are just about able to hold 
conversation - its training your heart and building your endurance and only needs to last 
between 30 and 40 minutes ish. 

• Long run - "long" is different for all and might only be 30 minutes if you have just started 
running, but would generally be about between 60 and 90 minutes or more. Nothing speedy 
about this run, you should be able to hold conversation all the time, or close your mouth and 
breath just through your nose, the pace will be easy - its why they always seem to happen at 
the weekend, because its good for a catch up, or to lose yourself in your iPOD - this run 
(which only works if you go slow!) is doing lots, building strength in your connective tissues, 
teaching your body to burn fat and oxygen (clean fuel!), and basically building a solid base 
for your other training. Don't underestimate this run just because its slow - do it right to get 
the benefits. 

• Core - this is not running at all - this training is about building all over body strength, but 
core mussels (tummy muscles) are often emphasised. Its no good having massive legs and 



match stick arms - your whole body is needed for running - that said strength is not bulk - 
who is strongest Mr Bolt or Mr Farrah? Boot camp, circuits, gym it goes by many names but 
it all helps. 

If you did one each of the sessions above a week you would not be going far wrong and will see 
improvement. For me if you apply yourself fully to each of the sessions above and give it your all / 
execute it correctly then you will improve. 

Want to go even faster - you might need to employ some help as your training will need to 
become more specific to the type of race distance you want - but fear not there is lots of advice at 
the club from all sorts of experienced runners and there is plenty of coaching help from both 
free and paid professionals (see the clubs who can help me for some local Personal Trainers). 

 

http://haverhillrunningclub.com/who-can-help-me/

